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"I wanted to create a
superhero film that we’ve
never quite seen before."
- Director James Wan
Photo courtesy DC Comics / Warner Bros. Pictures

Auaman Taile Released:
Jason Momoa steals the show at
Comic-Con
By Vincent Schilling
Momoa expresses himself as Momoa often does, calling parts of his
underwater world “bad-ass.”
Native Hawaiian Jason Momoa stole the proverbial show when he rushed
out onto the stage at the San Diego Comic-Con this weekend amidst a
mass of waterfalls on the stage. Jason Momoa made the unveiling of his
newest movie Aquaman so fabulous amidst the screams of Hall H, people
leapt to their feet and the event trended on Twitter
Rotten Tomatoes tweeted: “Jason Momoa made the most badass
entrance at Comic-Con #Aquaman”
Momoa came to the stage along with Aquaman director James Wan, they
were also accompanied with Aquaman stars Amber Heard, Patrick Wilson,
Nicole Kidman and Yahya Abdul-Mateen II.
(continued)
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Aquaman Trailer Released:
Jason Momoa steals the show at Comic-Con
(continued)
By Vincent Schilling
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Amber Heard plays Mera, the love interest of Momoa as Aquaman. Nicole Kidman plays
Atlanna, the queen and mother of Aquaman, Patrick Wilson plays the brother and
conspirator to the throne against Aquaman and Yahya Abdul-Mateen II plays the aquatic
super-villain Black Manta.
"I wanted to create a superhero film that we’ve never quite seen before," Wan said at
Comic-Con. "I wanted our film to be more unique. So my movie plays more like a sciencefiction fantasy film than a traditional superhero movie."
The trailer is what some on Twitter have called “an aquatic version of the Lord of the
Rings,” and Momoa expresses himself as Momoa often does calling parts of his
underwater world “bad-ass.”
Wan told USA Today he was "positioning who Aquaman is to a whole new audience (like)
kids today who are not familiar with this character. He is known as a bit of a joke in the
superhero world. One of the things we wanted to show was that’s not the Jason Momoa
version of this."
Watch the trailer here
Aquaman is due to hit theaters December 21st
Article by Indian Country Today’s associate
editor and senior correspondent, Vincent
Schilling (Akwesasne Mohawk) Follow him on
Twitter - @VinceSchilling
Email - vschilling@indiancountrytoday.com.

#TransMountainPipeline
Trans Mountain pipeline misses buyer deadline,
Canada to buy for $4.5 billion
By Vincent Schilling
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Since a commercial buyer was not found by the
July 22 deadline, the Canadian government will put
up the 4.5 billion.
The Canadian government is set to become the official owner of the
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion after Kinder Morgan failed to
secure an alternate buyer after the initial offer from Ottawa. Kinder
Morgan had been actively seeking to find an alternate buyer with a
deadline of July 22nd.
The sale of the expansion includes existing pipeline infrastructures,
pumping stations and rights of way as well as the Westridge Marine
Terminal in Burnaby. The purchase is expected to be approved by
August or September 2018.
In an interview with the CBC, Finance Minister Bill Morneau said that the purchase of the pipeline by the Canadian
government is being done “in a way that allows us to consider how we move that to the private sector… in order to get it
done, we are buying the assets now so that we can deal with this interprovincial dispute between British Columbia and
Alberta.”
Investors such as Indigenous groups and pension funds have already expressed interest, he said.
The CBC said a senior government official disclosed that it had hoped to get a commercial buyer. Since a commercial
buyer was not found by the July 22 deadline, the Canadian government will put up the 4.5 billion (Canadian / 3.45 U.S.)
Opposers to the pipeline have been vocal about opposition to the purchase. The $3.45 billion ($4.5 billion Canadian)
purchase does not include construction costs of building a new pipeline, that will cost an estimated $7.4 billion
Canadian.
Canadian Finance Minister spokesperson, Daniel Lauzon, said Ottawa still intends to sell the pipeline after the initial
purchase, as it is in the best interests of Canadians."We have no interest in being a long-term owner of a pipeline, but we
will be the temporary caretaker," Lauzon told The Canadian Press on Sunday.
News of the failure to find an alternate buyer came one day after protesters to the Trans Mountain pipeline assembled
on Parliament Hill in hazardous-materials suits while carrying a fake pipeline.
Opposers to the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion -- which will be a roughly 715-mile (1,150 kilometer) pipeline parallel
to the original that will carry unrefined oil products from Edmonton to Burnaby, and will triple the original pipeline’s
capacity to an estimated 890,000 barrels a day -- have been furious at the expansion in the light of environmental strains
due to Oil Sands extraction.
Read the entire article by Vincent Schilling here - https://bit.ly/2LE87Cj

Have questions about our weekly ICT email?
Reach out to Indian Country Today
Associate Editor Vincent Schilling.
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Trump administration proposes
$12 billion subsidy for farmers
President tweets: 'Tariffs are the greatest ... all will be great'
By Mark Trahant
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Will American Indian farmers get relief? Tuesday the
Trump administration proposed spending $12 billion to
help farmers recover from trade retaliation caused by the
tariffs imposed by the Trump administration.

President Donald J. Trump talks about tariffs and says now is not the time
to back down. (Photo via CSPAN)

President Donald J. Trump has set out to protect
American manufacturing by imposing tariffs, or taxes, on
products from other countries that he says have unfair
advantages. Other countries, including China, Canada, and
the European Union, have responded with taxes of their
own, making it much more difficult to sell U.S. products in
other countries. (Related: What is a tariff and how does it
impact Indian Country?)

Tuesday the president tweeted: “Tariffs are the greatest! Either a country which has treated the United States unfairly on
Trade negotiates a fair deal, or it gets hit with Tariffs. It’s as simple as that - and everybody’s talking! Remember, we are
the “piggy bank” that’s being robbed. All will be Great!”
Then later in the day the administration announced that $12 billion would be made available for famers who are impacted
by the growing trade war. The U.S. Department of Agriculture said this is a one time program to buy the president enough
time to secure a better trade deal.
However Republicans in Congress are not so sure. Sen. John Thune, R-S.D., told NBC News that the subsidy is “an
acknowledgement” by the president that imposing tariffs “has a lot of unintended consequences that creates a lot of
collateral damage. When you start doing this, where do you stop?” he said.
Wednesday morning the president tweeted: “Every time I see a weak politician asking to stop Trade talks or the use of
Tariffs to counter unfair Tariffs, I wonder, what can they be thinking? Are we just going to continue and let our farmers
and country get ripped off? Lost $817 Billion on Trade last year. No weakness!”
Agriculture is big business in Indian Country. The 2012 Census data which showed that the 56,092 farms and ranches
operated by 71,947 Native Americans sold a total of $3.24 billion in agriculture products. The average size of a farm or
ranch operated by Native Americans is 200 percent larger than the national farm size average. However the Intertribal
Agriculture Council says the census significantly underreports Native American agriculture activity.
There is no word yet from the Trump administration about how the subsidy would work and what would be required in
order for farmers to apply. Soybeans are one crop that is already seeing the impact of the trade war. China buys some
two-thirds of all U.S. soybeans and the price is already at a ten-year low because of the tariffs.
To read the rest of the article, follow this link - https://bit.ly/2uPOtcW

Indigenous 20-Something Project sets aside time to talk, heal a generation
Part of the project is spotlighting different indigenous 20-something men and women who are
working to help their communities.- Read the article here
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A dozen heroes inducted into first Native American Hall of Fame
By Rachel Beth Banks
PHOE0vX – After ÉÈ years, ËÈ nominees and decades of
disco¬ery, the first National Native American Hall of Fame
will induct ÉÊ honorees in October.
Many of the inductees, such as Olympic star Jim Thorpe,
astronaut John Herrington and Maria Tallchief, the first
0ati¬e American to be a prima ballerina, are well known and
ha¬e been lauded with awards and honors.
Photo by IOC / Olympic Museum Collections

But something was still missing, said James Parker Shield, a member of the Chippewa Tribe and chief executive of the
Native American Hall of Fame, who dreamed of the hall for a decade.
There’s a National Women’s Hall of Fame and others honoring various groups, he said.
“But there’s no hall of fame for Native Americans, and I think that there should be,” Shield said.
Harvard professor Phil Deloria, the first tenured Harvard professor of Native American history and the son of author Vine
Deloria, one of the inductees, said Shield’s work is valuable.
“Like all halls of fame, it calls attention to certain kinds of extraordinary people who provide role models and
opportunities to think about the world in which those folks lived and acted,” he said. “It starts conversations, it
establishes aspiration.”
Shield said he pushed to make the hall as inclusive as possible. That started with a voting process in May encouraging
Native Americans to weigh in on who, among 30 people nominated by the hall’s board, should make the finals.
“We didn’t want an overrepresentation of any one particular tribe,” said Shield, who wanted to avoid a “popularity
contest.”
He and board members chose the inaugural group based on leadership, legacy, mentorship and sacrifice. The honorees
represent 10 tribes in eight categories, such as science, athletics and advocacy. Six are women.
Arizona’s Lori Piestewa, Hopi, the first Native American woman to die in combat as a member of U.S. military, is among
those who will be celebrated for her military service. The 23-year-old Marine fought in the Iraq War and was captured in
the early days of the conflict. Piestewa was gravely injured and died in a hospital before American troops could rescue
her.
Piestewa Peak and the Piestewa Freeway were renamed in her honor. Shield said family members from Tuba City,
Piestewa’s hometown, are expected to attend the Oct. 13 ceremony at Indian Steele Park.
Ryneldi Becenti, Navajo, who was born and raised in Fort Defiance, was nominated for the Hall of Fame as the first Native
American woman to play in the WNBA. She played as a free agent for the Phoenix Mercury from 1997-98.
Becenti, who said humility is a characteristic of the Native American people, said her mentors and teammates deserved
credit. The award, she said, brings honor to inductees’ tribal nations.
Among the other future inductees is Lionel Bordeaux, Sicangu Lakota. Bordeaux is one of the longest-serving university
presidents in America, serving more than four decades as head of Sinte Gleska University in South Dakota.
(See the list of 2018 Inaugural Inductees here)

Native American and Vegan?
Yes, it’s possible.
I’ve done it for 18 years.
By Vincent Schilling
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A vegan is a person who does not eat animal products
of any kind such as beef, chicken, pork, eggs, cheese
and milk
On Monday July 16th, Native America Calling had myself and
my wife Delores as well as Tina Archuletta, on the show to talk
about being a vegan. My wife and I have been vegan for just
over 18 years and Archuletta has been for a number of years
as well. The show reminded me I've wanted to write an article
on being a Native American and a vegan, so here it is.

I am not any sort of vegan activist. I don't throw red paint at a person wearing a fur coat, or stage a protest outside of a
leather coat emporium. My journey is my own. And yes I have heard the joke countless times from Native elders who are
amused at my dietary choices, "A vegan is also known as a bad Native hunter."
What the heck is a vegan?
A vegan is a person who does not eat animal products of any kind to include meats such as beef, chicken, pork, lamb or
seafood, dairy products such as milk and cheese and other animal products such as eggs or honey. (Though technically
honey is not an animal product, but an insect product.)
In addition to vegan lifestyle dietary choices -- which could be for health reasons as well as environmental reasons -- there are
also other ethical practices maintained by vegans. They abstain from wearing fur, feathers, leather, or using products with
animal ingredients such as gelatin (made from animal hooves) perfumes and cologne (which use animal scents such as
musk) and cosmetics.
Whoa -- Red Flags! No fur, feathers or leather? A Native American cannot be a vegan!
It’s likely many Native people had hairs raise on their arms when reading fur, feathers and feathers are avoided by vegans. As
a Native man that is also vegan, I just want to say in my own perspective, I embrace the use of regalia in traditional ceremony
and the social celebrations of something such as a pow wow. When Native people create their regalia, it is done with the
mindfulness of the animal. It is done with respect. The animal is honored and thanked for contributing to the celebration of
Native tradition.
The same cannot be said for a leather jacket purchased at a store. In most cases, the leather is leftover from a beef
slaughterhouse, and in those cases, the animal is not honored or cared for before it is used for people. I cannot condone this
for my own needs.
All said, I don’t judge others for their choices, for me, being a vegan is a personal journey, I respect the decisions of other
people.
Read the rest of the article on what it's like to be Native and vegan here

If you don’t know treaties and sovereignty, you don’t know history
By Suzan Shown Harjo
Sovereignty is sovereignty, treaties are treaties, and nation to nation is between and
among sovereigns
There’s a widespread notion that “tribal sovereignty” and “Indian treaties” are legal, historical, practical and correct
terms. Actually, sovereignty is sovereignty, and treaties are treaties, nation to nation is between and among
sovereigns; the use of “tribal” or “Indian” or any modifier is both misleading and belittling.
A two-year research project, Reclaiming Native Truth, released its final report in May on a number of topics, including
sovereignty, and found: “Sovereignty was poorly understood across all stakeholder groups in our study — from elected
officials and policymakers to influencers from other fields to the general public. There was added confusion about the
concept of more than 600 sovereign nations within the United States and about how tribes can be both sovereign
nations and ‘reliant on the government.’”
Reclaiming Native Truth calls this misunderstanding “one of the most damaging, fueling many of the negative
narratives and misperceptions, including the notion that Native Americans are receiving government benefits just for
being Native.”
It is not generally understood that the treaties, sovereign agreements and treaty adjustment laws provide for the
ongoing needed services and benefits for Native Nations. This is a small price for the United States to pay for having
territory over which to govern and water and other riches to use. Native lands were shared and ceded in perpetuity, so
payments, or services and programs, are to continue forever, as well.
Whenever a non-Native person makes the unfortunate statement that the benefits need to end (which happens at least
once an hour in every time zone), a Native person responds, “Okay. Give us our land back.” If promises are broken and
it’s the end of one side of a deal, it’s the end of the other side, too.
Thanks to the Reclaiming Native Truth project, there is data to show that most Americans know little to nothing
abouttreaties between Native Nations and the United States, even though they are U.S. citizens’ treaties, too. Even
more troubling, most do not know that or how the sovereignty of Native Nations and European Nations legitimized the
sovereignty of the United States. Reclaiming Native Truth’s research and findings establish that this profound and
widespread ignorance has far-reaching negative consequences in all areas of governance, economic development and
health and well-being of our Native Peoples.
Reclaiming Native Truth’s research shows hope. For instance, it demonstrates that, when presented with a narrative
that educates on the value of and values inherent in the treaties signed between the United States and Native Nations,
support for laws that uphold tribal sovereignty increases by 16 percent. This may seem like a negligible margin. But, at
a time when one percent of the national vote has meant the difference between one presidential candidate, who
seemed indifferent to sovereign rights of Native Nations, and another, who seemed hostile and affirmed the
Jacksonian campaigns to eradicate sovereign rights altogether, it becomes quite clear that Reclaiming Native Truth is
on to something.
Benjamin Franklin inspired by the Six Nations' confederacy
The following information is offered in that spirit of hope in the power of learning. And, begging the indulgence of the
reader, kudos to those who can find some facts they never knew before.
It often is thought that sovereignty, land and rights were given or granted to Native Peoples by Europeans and
Americans, even though no one brought any land with them when they came to our countries, and despite the fact that
we enjoyed freedom, human rights and healthy lives long before their arrival.
(continued)

If you don’t know treaties and sovereignty, you don’t know history (continued)
Our governmental, jurisprudential and cultural systems were traditions of,
by and for the people long before contact with non-Natives. While a
united nations system was dreamt of in Europe, the first working models
Europeans ever encountered were here, among myriad others, in the
Council of Three Fires (Anishinaabe, Odawa, Potawatomi); the
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Six Nations (Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida,
Onondaga, Seneca, Tuscarora); the Lenape Clans and Nations; and the
Muscogee (Creek) Confederacy of 60+ Nations and Towns.

Haudenosaunee leaders at the National Press Club in 2010 with the Wampum
Belt (Washington Belt) and the Parchment Treaty. There are two originals, one
that remains with the Haudenosaunee, and the second with the National
Archives. (Courtesy Suzan Harjo)

Printer and publisher and U.S. Founding Father Benjamin Franklin was
inspired by the Native confederations’ governance model and diplomacy,
and printed the book, Indian Treaties, 1736-1762. After reading Archibald
Kennedy’s 1751 pamphlet,The Importance of Gaining and Preserving the
Friendship of the Indians to the British Interest Considered, Franklin
wrote, "I am of the opinion that securing the Friendship of the Indians is
of the greatest consequence for these Colonies."

Franklin credited Canassatego, Onondaga, a leader of the Six Nations Iroquois, with advising the Thirteen Colonies – in a
1775 Council in Philadelphia -- to confederate the Colonies in common defense and union, as the Haudenosaunee had done.
It sometimes is said that American democracy also came from the Six Nations’ model; but, unlike Native democracy, the
U.S., at first and for a long time, enfranchised only white male property-owners and did not allow half of its people to vote:
the women.
Using his sardonic voice and employing a common prejudicial term, Franklin wrote: “It would be a very strange thing if Six
Nations of Ignorant Savages should be capable of forming a Scheme for such an Union and be able to execute it in such a
manner, as that it has subsisted Ages, and appears indissoluble, and yet a like union should be impracticable for ten or a
dozen English colonies.”
Foreign kingdoms once believed and some still do that sovereignty is top-down, passed from deities to monarchs, with none
for the people outside the royals, nobles and ministers of state. Native Nations and other representative democracies hold
sovereignty as a collective inherent right, meaning national powers derive from the people as a whole and sovereignty
emanates from within, not from any outside largess or force.
Sovereignty is the act thereof
As Haudenosaunee Faithkeeper Oren Lyons, Onondaga & Seneca, defines it, “Sovereignty is the act thereof.”
Native Nations respected each other’s sovereignty and made treaties for millennia before Europeans landed here and then
made treaties with their countries. Many Native Nations made treaties with England, France, Netherlands, Spain and other
foreign Nations before the existence of the United States.
Most pre-Revolutionary War treaties, between 1722 and 1774, were little more than temporary settlement of centuries-long
feuds and wars among European powers, which they brought with them to this red quarter of Mother Earth. These treaties
illustrate the tug-of-war tactics of European countries and the colonies to convince Native Nations to side with them or to
maintain neutrality.
Euro-American treaties with Native Nations were requisite to acquiring territory and safe passage. Pre-Revolutionary War
treaties were essential to establishing allies, trade and peaceful dealings. Post-war treaties were vital to gaining recognition
of the sovereignty of the fledgling United States.
These goals were of such great importance that, in preparing for and to win the Revolutionary War in June of 1776, the
Thirteen Colonies’ Continental Congress named three committees to draft the highest priority items. The Model Treaty was
one of them. The other two were the Declaration of Independence and the Articles of Confederation.

If you don’t know treaties and sovereignty, you don’t know history (continued)
The Model Treaty anticipated securing peace, friendship, trade and alliance with Nations, rather than with individuals, starting with
those that had treaties with Great Britain or other European countries. The first Early Recognized Treaties was The Great Treaty of
1722, among the Provinces of New York, New Jersey and Territories and the Five Iroquois Nations, which the British note taker
spelled Mohogs, Oneydes, Onondages, Cayuges & Sinnekees.
As soon as the Continental Congress adopted the Model Treaty on September 24, 1776, it returned to parties to the PreRevolutionary War Treaties to gain or lock in agreements and alliances, and to get Native Nations to side with or be neutral in the
American Revolution. The earliest Treaties were efforts by the Continental Congress to agree to respect the sovereignty or at least
recognize the existence of the United States. Franklin was dispatched to the Kingdom of France with the Model Treaty, and the U.S.
made the Treaty with the Lenape, the Delaware Nation. The French and Lenape allies in the ongoing war were the first and second
nations to make treaties with the U.S., in 1778, followed by the third in 1782 with the Dutch Republic, and the fourth in 1783 with
Sweden.
After the 1783 Second Treaty of Paris ended the Revolutionary War, the U.S. sought and secured treaties with the nations of the
Haudenosaunee, Lenape, Wyandot, Council of Three Fires (and, later, with Sauk), Kingdom of Prussia, Cherokee, Choctaw,
Chickasaw, Shawnee, Kingdom of Morocco, Muscogee (Creek), Plankeshaw, Kaskaskia, Miami, Eel River, Wea and Kickapoo.
Additionally, the U.S. made a treaty with Seven Nations of Canada -- Akwesasne Mohawk, Kahnawake Mohawk, Anishnaabeg
(Algonquin and Nipissing), Oka, Odanak Abenaki, Becancour Abenaki, Jeune-Lorette Wyandot and Oswegatchie Onondaga.
Even after the War of Independence, nations around the world recognized the sovereignty of Native Nations, but did not know or
understand the sovereignty of the United States. Sovereignty of and Treaties with Native Nations helped the United States establish
itself as a viable diplomatic force and recognized country within the international community of nations. But, for some reason, most
Americans do not know this.
U.S. relations with Native Nations were such a high priority that President George Washington met regularly with Native leaders,
including providing a detailed explanation to the Seneca Nation that the first U.S. Indian law, the Nonintercourse Act of July 22,
1790, was “security for the remainder of your lands.” Acknowledging that “the six Nations have been led into some difficulties with
respect to the sale of their lands since the peace,” he said that “these evils arose before the present government of the United
States was established, when the separate States and individuals under their authority, undertook to treat with the Indian tribes
respecting
thedrove
sale of
theirthe
lands.”
Washington
home
point by saying that “the case is now entirely altered.

The general Government only has the power, to treat with the Indian Nations, and
any treaty formed and held without its authority will not be binding….No State nor
person can purchase your lands, unless at some public treaty held under the
authority of the United States.

The general government will never consent to your being defrauded. But it will
protect you in all your just rights.” Washington personally negotiated some
treaties, most notably the 1790 Treaty of New York between the U.S. and
Muscogee Nations, some of which was treated with the Muscogee delegates over
dinner at his home in New York City, then the U.S. Capitol.
The U.S. Constitution makes clear that once a treaty is signed by the President
and ratified by the Senate, it becomes the “supreme law of the land.” The U.S. has
signed more than 500 treaties with Native Nations and has broken provisions of
them all. There is a disconnect between the law enshrined in the U.S. Constitution
and the law upheld in many U.S. courts and federal agencies.
What happened? Treaties were made between the U.S. and Native Nations that
suited the goals of all parties -- the U.S. was gaining territory over which to govern
(which it certainly was not getting from the powerful colonies-turned-states) and
Native Nations were gaining security that the general government would defend
against encroachments and deprivations by the states, Americans and Europeans.
To read the rest of the article, click here

Thomas Jefferson Peace Medal, 1801, owned by
Powder Face, Arapaho. (Photo by Walter Larrimore,
National Museum of the American Indian.)
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